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FILM OVERVIEW
Mary Poppins Returns

PG | 130 min | Comedy, Family, Fantasy | December 19, 2018

Walt Disney Pictures

The magic continues in Disney’s classic as Mary Poppins (Emily Blunt) helps the Banks 
family remember the joy of being a child. Together with her friend Jack the lamplighter 
(Lin-Manuel Miranda), fun is brought back to the streets of London in celebration of the 

idea that everything is possible…even the impossible.

Directed by: 
Rob Marshall

Actors:
Emily Blunt- Mary Poppins
Lin-Manuel Miranda- Jack
Ben Whishaw- Michael Banks
Emily Mortimer- Jane Banks
Pixie Davies- Annabel
Nathanael Saleh- John
Joel Dawson- Georgie
Julie Walters- Ellen
Meryl Streep- Cousin Topsy
Colin Firth- Wilkins / Wolf
Jeremy Swift- Gooding / Badger 
Kobna Holdbrook-Smith- Frye / Weasel 
Dick Van Dyke- Mr. Dawes, Jr. 
Angela Lansbury- Balloon Lady

Story by: 
Rob Marshall
John DeLuca
David Magee

Screenplay by: 
David Magee

Based upon the "Mary 
Poppins" stories by:
P.L. Travers



THE MAKING OF 
MARY POPPINS 

RETURNS
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It has always been a dream of Rob Marshall's to conceive an original musical specifically for 
film. The Oscar-nominated ("Chicago"), Emmy and DGA Award-winning director, who began 
his career on the Broadway stage as a choreographer and director, is responsible for the 
successful screen adaptations of "Chicago," "Nine" and "Into the Woods" and knows how to 
construct a musical. He understands the world of film and the world of Broadway musicals in a 
unique and personal way, and "Mary Poppins Returns" was a chance for him to create an 
homage to the classic movie musicals of his youth. Following the successful collaboration with 
Marshall, his producing partner John DeLuca and producer Marc Platt on "Into the Woods," 
Disney was eager to partner with the filmmakers on another project and suggested a sequel to 
one of its most treasured titles, "Mary Poppins," a film that turned out to have a deep personal 
connection for each of them. "'Mary Poppins' was the first film I saw as a child, and it opened up 
my mind to movies and to the love of musicals, adventure and fantasy in film," says Marshall. 

"But when they came to me it was quite daunting, because how do you follow that iconic film? 
But I was thrilled at the same time and excited about the idea of taking on something like 
this...I'd never had the chance to create an original musical for film before." 
Marshall continues, "This is probably the most personal film I've ever done because of the 
profound nature of what it says about finding the child inside and keeping hope alive in a very 
dark time. It also feels especially timely to me because of the current world climate that we are 
in." Author PL Travers first introduced the no-nonsense nanny to the world in 1934 with her 
children's book "Mary Poppins," and over the next 50 years wrote seven more books featuring a 
myriad of magical adventures with the beloved governess ("Mary Poppins Comes Back," 
"Mary Poppins Opens the Door" and "Mary Poppins in the Park," among others). 

BRINGING MARY POPPINS RETURNS
 TO THE SCREEN
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In the books, the umbrella-carrying governess with a penchant for witty retorts, surreptitiously 
imparts wisdom in a way that only Mary Poppins can. For the film's narrative, Marshall 
envisioned an original story that would have something emotional and meaningful to impart, 
yet still deliver the wonder and exuberance of the magical escapades. "It was obvious there 
were many more stories to be told," says Marshall, "and once we read all the books we were 
able to combine elements from a number of them that emphasized Travers' recurring theme 
that, as we become adults, we become disillusioned and cynical and forget how to look at life 
through a child's eyes." David Magee, two-time Academy Award-nominated screenwriter 
("Finding Neverland," "Life of Pi"), came on board to draft the screenplay. Working closely with 
Marshall and DeLuca, they developed a completely original storyline set in Depression-era 
London of the mid-'30s (the actual time period of PL Travers' books), and 25 years after the 
events that transpired in the first film. While Jane and Michael Banks are children in all of 
Travers' books, they chose to create a new narrative that would revolve around Michael and 
Jane as adults.

Says Magee, "When we first sat down and started talking about it with John DeLuca and Rob 
Marshall and myself, we were all instantly speaking the same language. We all remembered 
the same film from our childhood with the same fondness, and we found ourselves completing 
each other's sentences and adding to each other's ideas. So by the end of our first meeting it 
was obvious that we would work well together." "The interesting thing about the PL Travers 
books is that virtually every chapter is a stand-alone adventure that starts with Mary Poppins 
and the children at the beginning of the day," continues Magee. "They go off on an adventure, 
and by the end of the day she denies the experience ever happened. And the very next day it 
happens again. We wanted to build a story that incorporated those elements into an original 
narrative."
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"The film itself is about moving out of a very difficult situation and finding joy and wonder in a 
dark time, and Mary Poppins is the key to that," says two-time Oscar-nominated and Emmy 
and Tony- winning producer Platt ("La La Land," "Bridge of Spies"). "The Banks children are 
living in a home without a Mother, so there's a loneliness in the house, a sadness, just as 
there is in the world outside their home, so the possibility of joy and magic in worrisome times 
felt very contemporary to us." Adds Marshall, "It's essential to see things from a different 
angle, and Mary Poppins understands that and helps the children understand that as well."

"We tried to keep the essence of Travers' work by embracing the classic nature and beauty of 
the books and continuing the legacy of the beautiful worlds she created," says Golden Globe-
nominated and Emmy-winning producer DeLuca. "We live in a time when people need some 
hope. Everyone could use a Mary Poppins in their own lives right now." (Disney)
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"There is a classic nature to the telling of 'Mary Poppins.' It requires the essence of classical 
musical filmmaking, but at the same time is very contemporary and feels very alive and very 
in the moment," says producer Marc Platt. "Rob is a master at coordinating all of that. His 
approach is precise, and he never settles. He finds the magic in every frame, in every 
scene, in every musical number." But without the right actors to bring that magic to life, the 
work would be in vain. For the role of the proper, peculiar and enigmatic nanny, the 
filmmakers had only one person in mind: Emily Blunt.

"Emily is a brilliant actress who is funny, warm, quick-witted and deeply-feeling. She can 
also really sing and dance," says Rob Marshall. "Mary Poppins is actually a very layered 
character, stern and reserved on the outside, yet warm-hearted and child-like on the inside. 
Emily was able to play all of those layers with such a specificity and sophistication." Having 
just worked with Blunt at the time on "Into the Woods," the director understands her. "I get 
what she does, I get her humor...we're very simpatico," he explains. "She created her own 
version of the character in a very distinctive and special way, which focused more on the 
eccentric Mary Poppins from the books. I don't know who else could have played the role 
besides her, to be quite honest." 

Blunt, whose most recent credits include "A Quiet Place" and "The Girl on the Train," 
worked with Marshall, John DeLuca and Marc Platt on "Into the Woods" and with Platt on 
"The Girl on the Train." The actress was flattered to be considered for the titular character, 
and knew it would be challenging, which is one of her key prerequisites when choosing a 
role. "Rob pitched the character to me in a really exciting way, with Mary Poppins having 
this enigmatic master plan and being stylish and vain, but funny as well," she says.

CASTING MARY POPPINS RETURNS
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"She's the most empathetic character I've ever played," says the Golden Globe-winning 
actress. "There's nothing manipulative about her generosity. She expects nothing in return; 
she makes it completely a voyage of self-discovery for you, for [the Banks] family. And then 
she leaves. I think that's probably the ultimate form of empathy, to recognize what people 
need and give it to them and not expect anything in return." As a director, Marshall also knows 
what people need...especially actors. He knows how to bring actors and their performances to 
life and gives them confidence in themselves, creating an environment in which they are able 
to do their best work. "Rob has a way of reaching people and bringing out the best in 
themselves," explains DeLuca. "He has a rapport with his actors and always knows what's 
going to make them flourish."

"Rob is meticulous in every aspect of the production. He is so collaborative, and he really 
listens and really cares. He understands human beings on a sort of molecular level," says 
Blunt. "He understands the material with such depth that you don't really have to think about 
anything and work too hard, because he's already thought of everything." A new character in 
"Mary Poppins Returns" is one of Mary's old cohorts. "We created this character of Jack the 
lamplighter, who literally-and metaphorically-lights up London in a dark time," says Marshall. 
"He is an optimistic guy who sees light, even in darkness, and he holds onto that wonderful 
child-like spirit." "One of the most exciting things for us was casting Lin-Manuel Miranda in the 
role of Jack," Marshall continues. "He brings such an exciting, contemporary sensibility to the 
film. Everyone knows he's a brilliant composer and writer, but he's also a great actor and a 
wonderful singer and dancer with an authentic and pure spirit that is very rare." Best known 
for his multi-hyphenate roles on stage ("Hamilton," "In the Heights"), the Pulitzer Prize Tony 
Award- and GRAMMY-winning actor was thrilled by the opportunity to create a role on screen. 
"There's something very magical about this character," says Miranda. "Jack takes care of the 
lights in London, but he also goes on these incredible adventures with Mary Poppins and 
brings light to all those around him, especially children."
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In the '30s, lamplighters like Jack were responsible for dimming the gaslights in the morning 
and turning them back on in the evening, all across London. These lamplighters, or 
"leeries" as they were referred to at the time, traveled by bicycle with ladders for use when 
climbing the lampposts and poles to reach the gas igniters. As of 2016 when the film was in 
production, there were still over 2,500 gas lamplights in service in London. Miranda quickly 
found himself becoming immersed in the world of PL Travers. His character once served as 
an apprentice to Bert, Dick Van Dyke's character from the first film, and Jack, like Bert, has 
been able to retain a child-like sense of imagination. "Lin is awesome," says Blunt. "He is 
incredibly confident and has an infectious personality that is a joy to be around, and he 
throws himself head first into any situation he's given. Whether it's sliding down ladders or 
climbing Big Ben or hanging upside down, he's just very gung-ho about everything, and we 
needed that for a character like this, who has a sense of magic to him."

She continues, "Jack and Mary Poppins are sort of in cahoots with each other. Even though 
he's not quite of her world, he gets it and understands it, and he's great at cajoling the kids 
to come along with her, so it's a great chemistry to play because there's not anything 
romantic-they're just sort of kindred spirits." (Disney)
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New film musicals are rare these days, and a musical on a scale like "Mary Poppins Returns" 
even more so. "The event movies growing up for me were films like 'The Sound of Music,' 'My 
Fair Lady,' 'Oliver!'...movies that you would go to see with your entire family and would literally 
have programs and intermissions," says Rob Marshall. According to producer Marc Platt, "Rob 
always visualized the film as having a grand scope to it...that's what we set out to create, and I 
believe that's what we achieved." Lin-Manuel Miranda is convinced the director was born in the 
wrong decade. "If Rob had been born during the MGM era he would have made 50 musicals by 
now," he explains. "One of the hardest things to do is to make a successful film musical. I don't 
mean financially successful, I mean artistically, where all the art forms-the choreography, the 
music, the dancing, the sets, the songs-build toward these moments. When they're all working 
in tandem, there isn't a more thrilling art form, full stop." 

Tony Award and GRAMMY winner Marc Shaiman ("Hairspray," "South Park") and Tony winner 
and three-time Emmy nominee Scott Wittman ("Hairspray," "Smash") are big fans of the genre 
and huge fans of Richard M. Sherman and Robert B. Sherman's music from the first film. When 
Shaiman was given the opportunity to compose an all-new original score and the music for new 
songs and, together with Wittman, write the lyrics, it was a dream come true. It's hard for 
Shaiman to put into words the profound impact the Sherman brothers have had on his career 
as both a composer and songwriter. "The movie and the soundtrack were everything to me as a 
child and taught me everything I know about film scoring," he says. "The songs from 'Mary 
Poppins' are, in a word, perfect. The music and the lyrics are perfectly joined and have such a 
wonderful, sparkling yet emotional feeling to them, so it's quite a bar to even aspire to come 
close to."

ON THE MUSIC
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Because the script is an integral part of any musical, the duo was brought on board to write the 
music and lyrics when the script was being written, allowing the score to function dramatically 
from its inception. "What was really exciting is that we were making a live-action original 
musical, and it was wonderful to see the new songs take shape, to learn the music, to see the 
echoes of the first film in Marc and Scott's incredible work," says Miranda, "and as someone 
who's been a part of the process of making new musicals, it was really exciting to be there as an 
actor and be a part of it all." Says Wittman, "The collaboration with the director and screenwriter 
is so important, because these things only work if everyone has the same vision. Rob is really 
wonderful in the way that he can construct something and let you see what's in his head, which 
in turn helps you to create the musical aspects."

"There are elements of the very best of the Sherman brothers, but it's all Marc Shaiman and 
Scott Wittman," says Platt. "You feel that you are in the world of Mary Poppins, yet it feels new 
and fresh at the same time. There are tuneful melodies. There is wit. There is charm, and there 
is beautiful poetry in some of the ballads." Shaiman and Wittman crafted nine original songs, 
each one with a soulful quality that helps advance the plot and enhance the characters. "We 
didn't stray too far from the tone of the first movie," adds Shaiman. "We wanted it to feel like we 
were picking up where the last film ended." The new songs include: the film's central ballad, 
"The Place Where Lost Things Go," a lullaby performed by Mary Poppins; the boisterous music 
hall number with Mary Poppins and Jack, "A Cover is Not the Book"; "Underneath the Lovely 
London Sky," the opening number performed by Jack, and a love letter to the city itself; "Turning 
Turtle," a show-stopping musical sequence performed by Mary's eccentric Cousin Topsy; "A 
Conversation," a bittersweet song performed by Michael in which he tries to come to terms with 
his grief; and the buoyant finale "Nowhere to Go But Up."
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The vocabulary of the characters is key when developing a musical, and as songwriters, 
Shaiman and Wittman were able to create songs that feel authentic to the '30s, yet modern at 
the same time. In the big song-and-dance production number, "Trip a Little Light Fantastic," the 
lamplighters, who call themselves 'leeries,' were given their own unique language. "We called it 
leerie speak," says Wittman. "It's a Cockney rhyming slang that, of course, Mary Poppins 
speaks quite well, as does Jack." "The musical element of this film was an utter joy," says Emily 
Blunt. "I was a part of the process from early on, and we all felt it was such a collaboration. Rob 
is so very attentive to your needs as an actor and acknowledges your vision for the part." 
Shaiman and Wittman were quite impressed with Blunt's talent and dedication to her character. 
Says Wittman, "Emily was fantastic to work with, and she worked very hard, too. She would 
come from her voice lesson straight to work with us, so we saw her range grow as the weeks 
went on." As with all of Marshall's musical films, the production schedule required a lengthy 
amount of rehearsal time. Song and dance rehearsals for the cast took place on stages at 
Shepperton Studios from October, 2015 through January 2016. Marshall explains, "Marc and 
Scott wrote multiple versions of songs, exactly what you do when you take a Broadway show 
out of town. We were given the time to experiment and work and change, tailor-making the 
musical numbers and building an original musical from the ground up."

"Coming from the theater world, I felt so spoiled," says Miranda. "When you make a movie you 
never get as much rehearsal time as we had, and it was more than most Broadway shows, too."
The frequency and intensity of the dance rehearsals were especially crucial, as choreographers 
Marshall and DeLuca wanted the choreography to feel spontaneous, as if it had grown 
organically from the story and the characters. "It takes a lot of hard work to make something feel 
natural," says Miranda, "but that was our process and it was truly joyous."
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Adds Blunt, "There's a big musical number with Lin and myself called 'A Cover is Not the Book," 
and that was probably the most dancing I had to do. We started to dance on day one of 
rehearsals and ran that thing for eight weeks over and over and over again because, as Rob and 
John said, you need it in your body. It's got to be in your body so that on the day when the 
cameras are rolling and there's all that crew and you're in costume, you won't have to think about 
it, you'll just feel safe...and that's a dancer's mentality. That's where Rob and John come from. 
They understand that, when creating a spectacle like this, you need an intense amount of 
rehearsal." Marshall brought on Mike Higham ("Into the Woods," "Sweeney Todd: The Demon 
Barber of Fleet Street") as executive music producer and music supervisor, to work closely with 
Shaiman and Wittman and oversee all the music rehearsals and recording sessions for the 
songs and score. The orchestral tracks and cast vocals were prerecorded with an 82-piece full 
symphony orchestra conducted by music supervisor Paul Gemignani ("Into the Woods," 
"Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street") at AIR Lyndhurst Studios in Hampstead.

Marshall wanted to make sure the film's vocals were integrated seamlessly into the film, so cast 
vocals were recorded again, this time live on set so as to capture the energy of live vocals. "Rob 
understands music," says Higham. "He's got a great ear, which made my job that much easier, 
because I could speak to him on the same level, musically. So when we were in the recording 
sessions, he was able to dictate his comments to the musicians in the proper Italian terms (forte, 
pianissimo, etc.), which is so invaluable and is actually really hard to do." The many worlds of 
Poppins-from the real London of the '30s, to Mary's stylized adventures- were enhanced by 
talented artists behind the camera like award-winning sound designers Renee Tondelli (Oscar 
nominee for "Deepwater Horizon") and Eugene Gearty (Oscar winner for "Hugo"). Their roles on 
"Mary Poppins Returns" were even more challenging due to the many musical aspects of the 
original film musical. In addition to combining dialogue, live and prerecorded songs, they layered 
in period sounds and created an entire new "sound language" for the animation sequence set 
inside a Royal Doulton china bowl. Equally as daunting were the tasks facing Marshall's long-
time collaborator, editor Wyatt Smith, ACE ("Into the Woods," "Pirates of the Caribbean: On 
Stranger Tides"). The challenges involved seamlessly integrating intimate scene work with large 
scale musical sequences, supervising complicated visual effects and coordinating live action and 
key frame animation, all the while creating a consistent visual flow and strong pace to the film. 
"People love music...music has no filter...it transcends language. Music makes us feel things," 
says Platt. "There's great joy in musical storytelling, as it allows us to go where real life often can't 
take us, and music is very much 'Mary Poppins Returns.'" (Disney)
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Crafting an original musical is challenging for any filmmaker, but Rob Marshall is a classic director 
who brings a modern sensibility to the table. His background as a choreographer has had a 
profound impact on his work as a filmmaker, something Oscar-winning cinematographer Dion 
Beebe, ACS, ASC ("Memoirs of a Geisha," "Into the Woods"), has observed working with him over 
the past decade. "With Rob it is all about movement, interaction and character and story 
enhancement," Beebe says. Two-time Oscar-winning production designer John Myhre ("Chicago," 
"Memoirs of a Geisha") agreed, saying, "The opening musical number starts out with Jack on the 
embankment of the Thames, just as dawn is breaking, with the clock tower, Big Ben and the 
Houses of Parliament coming into view that then proceeds throughout London to Cherry Tree 
Lane. But with Rob it's never Jack just riding down the street in a straight line, but moving in a 
musical way that's also telling a story, enhancing the richness of the setting and telling us more 
about the nature of the character."

Looking to provide a wide-screen movie experience, Beebe chose digital capture over film and 
shot with Alexa XT and Alexa Mini cameras and Panavision Anamorphic G Series lenses and in 
2:4.0 aspect ratio. "Rob is so detail-orientated that the large, high-definition screens became an 
important part of his ability to direct action, choreography and monitor the details within the frame," 
says Beebe. Emily Blunt was thrilled with the scope of the production but appreciated Marshall's 
ability to not let it overshadow the story. She explains, "It felt like a very big film cinematically, from 
the sets to filming outside Buckingham Palace to shutting down the Strand to shoot this massive 
scene outside the Royal Exchange...it was a huge film with big stunts and big sets, so you felt the 
largesse of it, but at the same time it still felt quite intimate to me." To execute his vision on screen, 
Marshall enlisted the support of some of the most talented artisans working today. They include: 
Beebe; Myhre; Smith; three-time Academy Award winner Sandy Powell ("The Young Victoria," 
"Shakespeare in Love," "The Aviator") as costume designer; Matt Johnson ("Jack Ryan: Shadow 
Recruit," "World War Z") as visual effects supervisor; and Oscar winner Peter Swords King ("The 
Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King," "Star Wars: The Last Jedi") as make-up and hair 
designer.

BRINGING THE WORLD OF MARY 
POPPINS TO LIFE
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As production designer, Myhre worked closely with Marshall and Beebe to create the visual 
world audiences see on screen. From locations to backgrounds and practical sets, his 
department of art directors, draftsmen, concept artists and model makers, helped to support the 
story and the story of the characters from a visual standpoint. Myhre first worked with Marshall in 
2003 on the Oscar-winning "Chicago." Since then they have reteamed on numerous projects 
and developed a mutual appreciation for each other's craft and a shorthand of communication. 
Because this film is not a remake but an entirely new film, Marshall suggested early on that 
Myhre not dwell too much on the look of the first film and focus on the eight books by PL Travers 
instead. It was from those books that the visual look for the film came about, with the story's 
setting and the '30s time period having a strong influence as well.

Myhre explains, "The theatrical designs by Tony Walton and Peter Ellenshaw's beautiful glass 
matte paintings, which we both love and think are so beautiful, gave the first film a heightened 
sense of fantasy and a painterly look, but Rob wanted to make this film more tangible and real 
and grittier. Instead of just a beautiful storybook London, Rob wanted it to be a real London with 
real problems and hardships." The filmmakers chose to shoot on locations throughout London to 
give the film a more grounded sense of realism,so that the wonder, color and fantasy that comes 
when Mary Poppins arrives, are the perfect departure from the real-world issues taking place at 
the time.
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Locations included: St. Paul's Cathedral, Buckingham Palace, the Tower of London, Cowley 
Street, Queen Anne's Gate, the Royal Exchange, Cornhill, Middle Temple and King Charles 
Street, many of which required detailed set dressing to obscure any modern additions. And each 
was carefully lit and shot so as to best showcase the city's true beauty. In fact, the opening 
musical number, "Underneath the Lovely London Sky," while visually establishing the darker 
times of London, is "a love letter to London," which eventually became Myhre's design 
philosophy. Myhre did extensive research to ensure the London on screen was authentic to the 
London from the '30s, but at the same time showed an enormous amount of creativity and 
imagination when designing the numerous environments constructed on soundstages. "John's 
mind took us to places you could never have imagined," says producer John DeLuca. Eight 
soundstages at Shepperton Studios were used to build and house the astounding practical sets 
for Cherry Tree Lane, Topsy's Fix-It Shop, Big Ben, the interiors of the Banks home and the 
enormous abandoned park.The Cherry Tree Lane set on H Stage was the largest, taking 18 
weeks to complete. It was designed to take audiences back to the first film and create a feeling of 
having been there before, but at the same time needed to visually tell a story taking place in 
Depression-era London.

As a result, the homes were scaled back, and the height of the ceilings was reduced so they 
would appear in camera range and make the homes appear less grand. Interiors of the Banks 
home, including those for the nursery, bathroom, living room, hallway and attic, were constructed 
on D Stage, and fans of the first film may recognize some familiar props and set decoration, 
including the white marble-topped table in the entry hallway (on loan from Club 33, a members-
only club in Disneyland). The set for Topsy's Fix-It Shop-which took seven months to complete-
was the most difficult and time-consuming to construct and decorate. Oscar-winning set 
decorator Gordon Sim ("Chicago," "Nine") and his team began shopping at antique markets 
throughout England for items to decorate the set, ending up with more than 538 in total. The next 
several months were spent hollowing out the heavier items purchased-including a grand piano 
and 14-foot marble statue-and making plastic duplicates of the fragile items-including 
Staffordshire figurines and china serving ware.
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From there, all the items were bolted and secured to the ceiling of an actual upside-down set on 
C Stage, which was then flipped. "When you were looking up at the front door, we had Mary 
Poppins walking on the ceiling, climbing 12 feet down to the bottom of the shelves and across 
the arms of an upside down statue," says Myhre. "Welcome to the crazy, wonderful world of 
Topsy." Scenes requiring green and blue screens for visual effects were first filmed on J and K 
Stages with physical set pieces for the cast to interact with, called proxies, which were then 
replaced with animation in post-production. This included the Royal Doulton Music Hall 
sequence, where, following the carriage ride, Mary Poppins' two-foot parasol turns into an 800-
foot tent that houses a giant, turn-of-the-century vaudeville music hall. That's where she and 
Jack are invited on stage and perform the musical number "A Cover Is Not the Book." The stage 
was decorated with Victorian books of all sizes and each verse of the song featured a different 
set, which would appear from a Victorian pop-up book on the stage, all of which were based on 
different moments from the PL Travers books.

The abandoned park set used to shoot portions of the film's biggest production number, "Trip a 
Little Light Fantastic," took 26 weeks to complete. The dance sequences alone, which featured 
up to 50 dancing leeries on screen at one time, took two weeks to film. Exteriors for the 
massive, eight-minute production number were filmed at Middle Temple in London, taking 
advantage of its famed cobblestone streets, archways and tunnels. Marshall and DeLuca 
always knew they wanted a big, rousing, masculine dance number for Jack and all the 
lamplighters, and it was decided early on that lighting the way for Mary Poppins and the 
children, both literally and symbolically, would be the motivation behind the song. Marshall says, 
"John and I were so excited to start work on this massive production number because it's really 
in our DNA." "It's a real homage to large-scale musical production numbers of the golden age," 
says Blunt. "It's basically Mary and the children getting lost in the fog and the leeries help light 
our way home, which is such a wonderful metaphor. But then, of course, in the midst of the walk 
home, there's a big dance number!"
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The set featured five different levels, an ornate, three-tiered fountain, bridge and greenhouse, all 
of which were constructed on A Stage, and decorated with: 25 hybrid electric/gas lamplights. Five 
cameras captured the breadth and scope of the action, including a stationary camera, two 
cranes, an aerial camera and a dolly.The choreography incorporated tools of the lamplighter 
trade, including lampposts, bikes, light poles and ladders, which all became elements of the 
number. Twenty-eight bespoke lampposts, featuring spinning foot plates and post sections to 
help facilitate the spinning moves, were created especially for the production number, as were 18 
leerie ladders made of metal, rubber and/or balsa wood. In addition to the complex and physical 
choreography performed by the dancers, there is a multitude of stunts taking place 
simultaneously, for which 100 modern BMX stunt bikes were purchased and aged as appropriate 
for use by park our stunt bike riders (a freestyle form of biking that incorporates gymnastics-like 
moves performed in mid-air and required the construction of multiple stunt ramps). "The BMX 
bikes were especially exciting because they feel so contemporary," says Marshall.

The film presented numerous challenges for visual effects supervisor Matt Johnson. He and his 
team used a combination of many styles of VFX work and created beautiful effects that look and 
feel fresh to contemporary audiences. Having worked with Marshall on "Into the Woods," he was 
familiar with his work style. "Rob comes from a background in Broadway and very much likes 
everything to happen on set in real time with the cast to music, so he can make sure he's 
completely happy with every aspect of the performances," Johnson says. "This meant we had to 
limit the use of technical toys like digi doubles, Robomoco and multi-pass photography and come 
up with ways to achieve much of the effects work while filming live." Portions of the Spring Fair 
scene, where the cast floats into the sky with magic balloons (over 600 16- inch balloons filled 
with helium), were shot both on location and on soundstages with the actors wearing harnesses 
that could be hoisted upwards via enormous cranes set against backdrops of actual period 
locations and blue screens. Upon completion of principal photography, visual effects companies 
Framestore, Cinesite and Luma Pictures got to work, doing everything from digitally erasing any 
modern structures visible in the background of the London exterior shots to digitally creating 
period London landscapes and extending Cherry Tree Lane. (Disney)
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When Mary Poppins takes the Banks children on a series of out-of-this-world adventures, 
director Rob Marshall decided to use the traditional style of hand-drawn animation to create the 
fantasy sequences, as he wanted people to retain the nostalgia from the first film. Classic 2D 
animation is today considered somewhat of a lost art, so this was a unique opportunity for the 
production to bring a classic art form back to life while paying homage to the first film. Over 70 
animators were recruited to design and create the animated live-action sequences, which 
included some of the top animators in 2D animation from Walt Disney Animation Studios and 
Pixar, many who came out of retirement for the chance to work on a sequel to such a classic 
Disney title. Working out of Duncan Studio in Pasadena, the animators spent 16 months working 
to complete all the animation. "Some of the artists were in their 70's and had been so influenced 
and inspired by the classic hand drawn animation that they couldn't pass up this kind of 
opportunity," says animation sequence supervisor Jim Capobianco, "but then we also had these 
young kids who were relatively new to the industry, so it was this wonderful pool of animators 
working together to create this throwback to old school animation."

He continues, "You can really feel the magic and the artistry on screen, and it's the same magic 
you felt so viscerally in the first film, but there were still a number of challenges we faced with 
the 2D animation. Nobody really does the level of 2D animation that we did on this film, and 
you're bringing this three dimensional world together with a two-dimensional world and trying to 
make that believable, which is quite hard to do." "What we did was create a world right out of PL 
Travers' books, with real-life animals who have personalities and voices and are very distinctive 
from this world," says producer Marc Platt. "There is a Royal Doulton china bowl that is a Banks 
family heirloom with a drawing on it and the kids and Mary literally launch into this bowl, directly 
into this magical animated world."

ON THE ANIMATION
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Recent advances in technology did offer the filmmakers a chance to blend traditional 
animation with 3D modern tools and allowed the camera to move all throughout the hand-
drawn and digital CG environments. As with the previous screen musicals he has directed, 
Marshall covered the animated sequences just as he would any film. First, the live action was 
shot against a green background, with the principal cast interacting with actors and dancers 
dressed in green suits from head to toe. In the Royal Doulton bowl scenes, all the characters 
Mary Poppins, Jack and the children interact with are animals. So, life-size standees, including 
a 20-foot giraffe, were used during filming to give the actors-the children, in particular-a point 
of reference. Everything the talent came into contact with had to be represented in some 
manner on the set. The animated background environments, which were more dynamic with 
greater depth, were inserted later in post-production.

These sequences also presented Marshall and DeLuca the rare opportunity to do a big, 
Broadway-style musical number in a fully animated world, which they did with "A Cover is Not 
the Book," performed by Jack and Mary Poppins on the stage of the Royal Doulton Music Hall. 
All the lighting for the sequence is practical, as it would be for any theatrical production, which 
then was replicated in the 2D animation. Says Platt, "I think all of us felt, almost every day we 
were on set, that we were a part of something special. We loved the work we were doing, and 
everybody worked so hard, yet there was a tremendous joy in the work, and I think most of 
that came from being under the guidance of Rob Marshall." (Disney)
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Film Vocabulary
Actor/Actress A person who plays the role of a character in a movie. 
Action A term called out by the director to start filming. (“Action!”) 
Action Film A fast-paced adventure movie. 
Agent A person responsible for the business of an actor or artist. 
Animated Film A movie made by a series of picture 

drawings or computer graphics. 
Behind the Scenes The work done off-camera while making a film. 
Bird’s Eye View A camera shot from above as a bird would see flying over. 
Boom Microphone A microphone placed on an extendable rod. 
Boom Operator A member of the sound crew who works the boom microphone. 
Best Boy A person responsible for operation and equipment 

in the lighting or grip departments. 
Blockbuster A movie that is a major success. 
Camera A device for recording images. 
Camera Crew A group of workers that operate the cameras. 
Camera Angle The point of view from the camera. 
Cameo A small part played by a famous person as a guest appearance. 
Cast All the actors that are in a movie. 
Casting The process of choosing actors for a movie. 
Cinematographer The person in charge of the photography and camera work . 
Clapboard A small board that shows the information of the 

movie. It is “clapped” to start the take. 
Clip A brief segment from a movie. 
Close-up Shot A zoomed in shot that shows a person or item that fills the screen. 
Comedy A funny movie. 
Costume Designer A person who designs the costumes for a movie. 
Crane A large machine that lifts the camera high off the ground. 
Credits A list of all the people who helped make the movie. 
Critic A person who writes reviews of films. 
Cut A term used by the director to stop filming. (“Cut!”) 
Digital Camera 
Profile (DCP) 

A collection of digital files used to store and convey digital 
cinema (DC) audio, image, and data streams.

Director The leading artist on a movie set, in charge of making the film. 
Documentary Film A movie that shows real events and follows actual people. 
Dolly A wheeled support for the camera. 
Double An actor who stands in for another actor during special scenes. 
Drama A movie with an exciting, emotional, or unexpected storyline. 

Editing Choosing, arranging, and fixing clips to create a scene. 
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The The processprocess  of makingof making  a a movie movie fromfrom  anan  initial ideainitial idea  
  editing.editing.  

AA  ccamera amera shot fromshot from  far away,far away,  usuallyusually  showingshowing  ththe e charactercharacter  
as as very smallvery small  inin  comparisoncomparison  toto  theirtheir  surroundings.surroundings.  

Someone Someone who who adaptsadapts  a a musicalmusical  compositioncomposition  forfor  
voicesvoices  and and instrumentsinstruments  toto  aa  movie.movie.  
AA  moviemovie  whewhere re singingsinging  andand  dancingdancing  isis  usedused  asas  a a mainmain  
formform  of of communication.communication.  

EditorEditor  A person in charge of editing.A person in charge of editing.  
ExtraExtra  AA  personperson  wwho ho appearsappears  inin  a a movimovie e usuusually aally as s partpart  ofof  aa  crowdcrowd  oror  

inin  the backgroundthe background  ofof  aa  scene.scene.  
Fast MotionFast Motion  AA  shot in ashot in a  movimovie e thatthat  appearsappears  to to movemove  muchmuch  fasterfaster  thanthan  

other shots.other shots.  

Film FestivalFilm Festival  An An event event where where multiple multiple filmfilms s are are viewed viewed and and often often prempremiere iere forfor  thethe  
firfirsst t time.time.  SSomeome  filmfilm  festivalsfestivals  hahaveve  aa  consistentconsistent  themetheme  
throughout each film.throughout each film.  

FilmmakingFilmmaking  
through through scriptwriting,scriptwriting,  shooting,shooting,  directing,directing,  andand

FlashbackFlashback  A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.  
Foreign FilmForeign Film  AA  moviemovie  produproducedced  outsideoutside  thethe  US.US.  
FrameFrame  One of the many still imagesOne of the many still images which com which compose the completepose the complete  

moving picturmoving picturee
GenreGenre  A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, etc.etc.  
Green ScreenGreen Screen  AA  greengreen  background background thathatt  actorsactors  areare  filmedfilmed  inin  front of that allowsfront of that allows  

computer graphicscomputer graphics  to to be be addedadded  laterlater  tto o changchange e thethe  background.background.  
Hair StylistHair Stylist  

A person responsible for maintaining acA person responsible for maintaining actors’ hairstyles during filming.tors’ hairstyles during filming.  

HighHigh-Angle -Angle ShotShot  A camera angle that lookA camera angle that looks down on a chars down on a character.acter.  
Independent FilmIndependent Film  A movie producA movie produced by a smaller studio.ed by a smaller studio.  
HorrorHorror  A scary movie.A scary movie.  
LightLightinging  ArArtifictificial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.ial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.  
LightLighting Crewing Crew  A group of technicA group of technicians who install and operate lighting.ians who install and operate lighting.  
LongLong-Sho-Shott  

LowLow-Ang-Anglele  ShotShot  A camera shot that looks up at a character.A camera shot that looks up at a character.  
MMakeake-up -up ArtistArtist  AA  personperson  inin  charge charge of actors’of actors’  makemake-up.-up.  
MovieMovie  A series of sA series of s rtill or moving images captured by a cametill or moving images captured by a camera.a. 
Music ArrangerMusic Arranger  

MusicalMusical  

PremierePremiere  

PropProp  Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.  
PyrotechnicianPyrotechnician  A member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosA member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosions.ions.  
ReelReel  AA  metalmetal  spoolspool  that holdsthat holds  film.film.  
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.The first official showing of a movieThe first official showing of a movie.  

Producer A person responsible for the financial and managerial aspects of making 
of a movie.



Scene A series of shots used in a movie. 
Screenplay A script written to be produced as a movie. 

Sci-Fi A movie based on an imagined future, usually relating to scientific or 
technological advances. 

Script The written text of a play, movie, or broadcast. 
Sequel A movie that is a continuation of the story of a previous movie 
Setting The time and space in which a story takes place. 
Set Designer The person responsible for turning the idea of the movie’s 

environment into a set that can be used for filming. 
Slow Motion A shot in a movie that appears to move much slower than the rest 

of the shots. 
Sound Effects Audio added by the sound crew after filming. 

Soundtrack The collection of songs played throughout the movie. 

Spaghetti Western A western filmed in Italy, often with American leading actors. 

Special Effects An artificial effect used to create an illusion in a movie. 

Spoof A comedy movie that humorously mimics another movie/ 

Star A famous actor or actress. 

Steadicam A device that keeps a camera steady and makes the 
shot look smoother. 

Storyboard Pictures created to show the ideas of a scene or movie. 

Studio A company that produces films. 
Stunt A dangerous action performed in a movie. 

Stuntman A performer who fills in for actors during dangerous scenes. 

Take One version of a specific shot in a movie. 

Talkie An early term for a film with sound and recorded voices. 

Trailer A short preview for a movie. 

Trainer A person who works with animals to perform various behaviors in movie. 

Voice-Over Artist A person hired to do the voices for animated characters. 

Wacom Cintiq A device that allows a user to draw images on a tablet screen that are 
digitized into a computer, like electronic pen and paper. 
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Western A movie about cowboys, usually set in western North America. 

Wrap A phrase used by the director when finished shooting. (“That’s a wrap!”) 

Writer A term for someone who creates written work for a film. 

Zoom Shot A shot that magnifies an object’s size. 
3-D Film A movie that uses technology to make it seem as though 

you are watching it with three dimensions. 
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Visualizing Film Vocabulary

Reel Script Low Angle Shot

Boom Microphone 
and Operator Dolly Wacom Cintiq 

Clapboard Steadicam Storyboard 

Camera Crew Director Film Festival 
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Visualizing Film Vocabulary 

Clay Sculptures Avars (Hinges) Colorscripts 

Script Voice Actors 
Lighting Technical 

Designer 

Stimulation Department 
Storyboards Virtual Camera 
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Michael Banks
Michael is father to Annabel, John and Georgie Banks. 

Mary Poppins
She is a nanny who uses her magical powers to help the Banks 
family. 

CharactCharactCharactCharactCharactCharactCharactCharactCharacter Profileser Profileser Profileser Profileser Profileser Profileser Profileser Profileser Profiles
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Jack 
 Jack is a British lamplighter and a former apprentice to Bert.



Ellen
Ellen is the maid and caretaker for the Banks family.

William Weatherall Wilkins
 William is the current president of the Fidelity Fiduciary Bank 
and the nephew of Mr. Dawes Jr. 

Topsy  
Topsy is the cousin of Mary Poppins, who seeks her out to fix a 
broken Banks family heirloom, but makes the mistake of visiting 
Topsy’s shop on the second Wednesday of the month, when 
gravity-challenged Topsy’s life flips upside down.
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John Banks
 John is living with his Aunt Jane, sister, Annabel, and brother, 
Georgie who would love nothing more than to help his family 
avoid losing their house.

Annabel Banks
Annabel is the rambunctious young daughter of Michael Banks 
who heartily embraces living with her Aunt Jane and brothers, 
John and Georgie. 

Georgie Banks  
Georgie is the rambunctious young son of Michael Banks who 
heartily embraces living with his Aunt Jane, brother, John, and 
sister, Annabel. 
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Hamilton Gooding and Templeton Frye
Hamilton Gooding and Templeton Frye are  lawyers for the 
Fidelity Fiduciary Bank who formerly worked under William 
Weatherall Wilkins. 

Jane Banks  
Jane is the sister of Michael Banks and aunt to Annabel, 
John and Georgie Banks. Jane works for a women's labor 
organizer.
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MEET DIRECTOR ROB MARSHALL
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Rob Marshall (Director)
Robert Doyle Marshall Jr. was born in Madison, Wisconsin. Like 
him, his younger sister Kathleen became a choreographer and 
director. In 1964, Robert Marshall joined the English department 
at the University of Pittsburgh, and the Marshall family relocated 
to Pittsburgh. Robert would later become associate professor of 
English and dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the 
same university. Graduating from Carnegie Mellon University in 
1982, Marshall worked in the Pittsburgh theatre scene, 
performing with such companies as Pittsburgh Civic Light 
Opera. Marshall went on to perform as a dancer in various 
Broadway shows, but suffered a herniated disc while performing 
in “Cats” and after recovering, transitioned into choreography 
and then directing. He debuted in the film industry with the TV 
adaptation of the musical “Annie” by Charles Strouse and Martin 
Charnin. He went on to direct the 2002 adaptation of the Kander 
and Ebb musical “Chicago,” for which he was nominated for an 
Academy Award for Best Director. His next feature film was the 
drama “Memoirs of a Geisha” based on the best-selling book of 
the same name by Arthur Golden starring Zhang Ziyi, Gong Li, 
Michelle Yeoh and Ken Watanabe. The film went on to win three 
Academy Awards and gross $162.2 million at the worldwide box 
office. In 2009, Marshall directed “Nine,” an adaptation of the 
Broadway production with the same name starring Daniel Day-
Lewis, Marion Cotillard, Nicole Kidman, Sophia Loren and 
Penélope Cruz, who was nominated for an Academy Award for 
Best Supporting Actress. Marshall then went on to direct “Pirates 
of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides,” the fourth chapter of 
Disney's “Pirates of the Caribbean” film series starring Johnny 
Depp, Ian McShane, Penélope Cruz and Geoffrey Rush, which 
opened on May 20, 2011. Marshall directed Disney's film 
adaptation of Stephen Sondheim's “Into the Woods” (2014), and 
produced the film under his Lucamar Productions banner. His 
next film was the sequel to the 1964 film “Mary Poppins,” titled 
“Mary Poppins Returns,” reuniting two “Into the Woods'' 
actresses: Emily Blunt as the title character and Meryl Streep in 
a supporting role. By December 2017, Disney was considering 
Marshall to direct the live-action adaptation of “The Little 
Mermaid,” in which he was officially confirmed to direct in 
December 2018.



ABOUT THE AUTHOR, 
P.L. TRAVERS

"August 9, 1899, is the birthday of P. L. Travers, the creator 
of Mary Poppins.  Born Helen Lyndon Goff in Maryborough, 
Queensland, Australia, she grew up on a sugar plantation 
with her two sisters.  She is most remembered for her Mary 
Poppins books.  Before the publication of Mary Poppins, 
Pamela Lyndon adopted P. L. Travers as her literary by-line. 

Travers spent her childhood in Australia.  By the time she 
reached her twenties, she had already worked as an actor, 
a dancer, and a writer in her native land.  Eager to see more 
of the world, she left for Dublin, where she befriended the 
great Irish poet and economist, George Russell, known as 
"A.E." She deliberately kept her life very private.  In addition 
to living for a while in Ireland and London, she frequently 
traveled to America, where she was made writer in 
residence to both Smith and Radcliffe Colleges in 
Massachusetts.  She also received an honorary doctorate 
from Chatham College, Pittsburgh.

 In 1933, while recovering from an illness at her home in 
Sussex, Travers wrote the first of several stories about a 
prim British nanny who appears at a household on a high 
wind and floats away when the wind changes.  The idea for 
the character came from a lady dressed in an old style 
whom Travers had watched walk along the streets of 
Mayborough.  Mary Poppins was published in 1934.  The 
book was an immediate success in the U.K., as well as the 
United States.  Between 1935 and 1988, she went on to 
publish seven sequels, including Mary Poppins Comes 
Back and Mary Poppins in Cherry Tree Lane.  The Walt 
Disney movie in 1964, starring Julie Andrews and Dick Van 
Dyke, was based on Travers' stories. 

 "Mary Poppins is both a joy and a curse to me as a writer," 
Travers once said.  As a writer, you can feel awfully 
imprisoned, because people, having had so much of one 
thing, want you always to go on doing more of the same." 
Besides writing eight Mary Poppins books and several other 
children's stories, Travers was a  poet and a novelist who 
kept company with both Yeats and T. S. Eliot.  She died in 
London on April 23, 1996." (amsaw.org)
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Actor Biographies 

Emily Blunt -  Mary Poppins
Emily Blunt was interested in acting at a young age, she began appearing on 
British TV in the early 2000s and made the leap to the big screen in the 2004 flick 
“My Summer of Love.” She also found her acting footing in TV movies such as 
“Henry VIII” (2003) and “The Strange Case of Sherlock Holmes & Arthur Conan 
Doyle” (2005). Blunt made the jump to the big screen during this period, making an 
impression in “My Summer of Love” (2004). In 2006, Blunt co-starred in the film 
“The Devil Wears Prada,” based on the bestselling novel by the same name, and 
was nominated for a best supporting actress Golden Globe. She didn’t win in that 
category, but did receive a Globe for her work in the TV movie “Gideon’s 
Daughter.” Prada also earned Blunt a BAFTA nomination for its Rising Star award. 
More and more roles followed, including parts in “The Jane Austen Book Club,” 
“Dan in Real Life” and “Charlie Wilson’s War,” all released in 2007. In 2008, Vanity 
Fair magazine named Blunt one of its Top Fresh Faces, and she followed that 
honor with such diverse films as “Sunshine Cleaning (2008),” “The Young 
Victoria” (2009; Golden Globe lead actress nomination for her portrayal of Queen 
Victoria) and “The Wolfman” (2010). What followed her increasingly solid 
performances were mainstream films the likes of which Blunt’s career had not yet 
seen. She co-starred in “The Adjustment Bureau” (2011), “The Muppets” (2011), 
“Salmon Fishing in the Yemen” (2012; Golden Globe lead actress nomination) and 
“Looper” (2012) before appearing in “Edge of Tomorrow” (2014), a movie that both 
fans and critics applauded. 2014 also saw Blunt in the film adaptation of the 
Stephen Sondheim musical “Into the Woods,” co-starring Meryl Streep, Anna 
Kendrick, Johnny Depp and Tracey Ullman, among a league of other thespians. 
Blunt played the Baker's Wife opposite James Corden. Blunt received her fifth 
Golden Globe nomination for the role. The following year she earned more acclaim 
for her lead role in “Sicario,” playing an FBI agent. In early 2018, Blunt starred in 
the hit horror flick “A Quiet Place” alongside real-life husband John Krasinski, who 
also directed the feature. Later that year she headlined the successful musical 
“Mary Poppins Returns,” drawing another Golden Globe nod for her performance 
as the titular nanny. Next up for the actress in 2020 was a return to the world of 
silent horrors in “A Quiet Place Part II,” followed by a pairing with Dwayne Johnson 
in the action-adventure “Jungle Cruise.”

Lin-Manuel Miranda - Jack
Lin-Manuel Miranda, (born January 16, 1980, New York, New York, U.S.), 
American actor, composer, lyricist, and writer who created and starred in stage 
productions that blended modern musical forms with classic musical theatre. 
Perhaps his best-known work was “Hamilton,” a hip-hop musical about Alexander 
Hamilton. Miranda was born to parents of Puerto Rican origin and grew up in a 
Hispanic neighbourhood in northern Manhattan. Miranda studied theatre at 
Wesleyan University, where he penned the first draft of the musical “In the 
Heights,” which was set in Washington Heights, a northern Manhattan 
neighbourhood similar to that of his own childhood. Miranda graduated (2002) from 
Wesleyan and embarked on an acting career, appearing in films and on television. 
He also performed with a hip-hop improv group, Freestyle Love Supreme, around 
New York City and at festivals, including the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. With fellow 
Wesleyan alumnus Thomas Kail, he continued to develop “In the Heights.” The 
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The musical blended hip-hop and salsa (with music and lyrics by Miranda) with a 
book by Quiara Alegría Hudes. It opened Off-Broadway in February 2007 and ran 
until July, with Miranda in the lead role; it won two Drama Desk Awards. “In the 
Heights” had its Broadway debut in March 2008 and won four Tony Awards, 
including those for best musical and best original score. The show was also 
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize for drama, and its original-cast recording won the 
2008 Grammy Award for best musical show album. After reading Ron Chernow’s 
2004 biography about Alexander Hamilton, Miranda began creating a musical about 
the Founding Father. The resulting “Hamilton” was energetic and infectious, and it 
featured a racially diverse cast, with Miranda starring in the title role. In January 
2015 the musical opened Off-Broadway at New York City’s Public Theater, where its 
huge success led to an early move to Broadway in July. In 2016 “Hamilton” was 
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, and that year it received an unprecedented 16 
Tony nominations, with Miranda earning several nods, including best actor in a 
leading role in a musical. The production eventually won 11 Tonys, falling one short 
of the record. “Hamilton” was named best musical, and Miranda won for best book 
and best original score. In July 2016 he made his final appearance in the show. 
Miranda later contributed to the soundtrack for the Disney animated film 
“Moana” (2016), and he earned an Academy Award nomination—his first—for the 
song “How Far I’ll Go.” In the musical “Mary Poppins Returns” (2018) he assumed 
the mantle of lamplighter and sidekick to the eponymous nanny. Miranda then 
starred in the TV series “His Dark Materials” (2019– ), which was based on Philip 
Pullman’s best-selling fantasy trilogy. In September 2015 it was announced that 
Miranda had won a MacArthur Foundation “genius grant.”

Ben Whishaw - Michael Banks
Proclaimed by many critics as one of the best young actors of his generation, 
Benjamin John Whishaw was born in Clifton, Bedfordshire, to Linda and Jose 
Whishaw. He is of French, German, Russian and English descent. Ben attended 
Samuel Whitbread Community College where his interest in theatre grew and he 
became a member of the Bancroft Players Youth Theatre at Hitchin's Queen Mother 
Theatre. During his time there he rose to prominence in many productions, most 
notably “If This Is a Man,” based on the book of the same name by Primo Levi, a 
survivor of Nazi World War II prisoner of war camp. The play was taken to the 
Edinburgh Festival in 1995 where it garnered five-star reviews and great critical 
acclaim with Ben Whishaw getting rave reviews for his portrayal of Levi. Ben then 
enrolled in RADA from where he graduated in 2004 and soon landed the role of 
Hamlet in Trevor Nunn's 2004 production making him one of the youngest actors to 
portray Hamlet on-stage. “Hamlet” opened to rave reviews with many critics hailing 
Ben as the next Laurence Olivier and applauding his portrayal of Hamlet with 
leading critics hailing the birth of a star. Whishaw's film and TV credits include “Layer 
Cake” (2004) and “Christopher Morris” 2005 sitcom “Nathan Barley” (2005), in which 
he played a character called Pingu. He was named "Most Promising Newcomer" at 
the 2001 British Independent Film Awards (for “My Brother Tom” (2001)) and, in 
2005, nominated as best actor in four award ceremonies for his Hamlet. He also 
played Keith Richards in the Stephen Woolley biopic “Stoned” (2005). Whishaw 
played in “Perfume: The Story of a Murderer” (2006) as Jean-Baptiste Grenouille, a 
perfume maker whose craft turns deadly getting raves once again for his stunning 
portrayal. Whishaw appeared in 2007's “I'm Not There” (2007) as one of the Bob 
Dylan reincarnations and in 2008 in “Criminal Justice” (2008) a TV series. He 
appeared in films “The Tempest” (2010) and “Bright Star” (2009), and Starred in 
“Paddington” (2014) and its sequel “Paddington 2” (2017) as Paddington Bear. He 
recently played the grown up Michael Banks in “Mary Poppins Returns” (2018), 
sequel to the classic “Mary Poppins” (1964).



Emily Mortimer - Jane Banks
Emily Kathleen Anne Mortimer was born on December 1, 1971, in Hammersmith, 
London, to famous writer and barrister Sir John Mortimer and Penelope Gollop. 
Mortimer studied at the St Paul’s Girls’ School, in London. She graduated from 
Oxford University in 1994, where she studied English and Russian at the Lincoln 
College. She attended the Moscow Arts Theatre Drama School to study acting 
during her gap year. She performed on stage and was part of classics such as 
“The Lights” at the Royal Court Theatre and “The Merchant of Venice” at 
Edinburgh's Royal Lyceum Theatre after her university  days. Her performances 
fetched her TV projects such as “The Glass Virgin” (1995), “Sharpe’s 
Sword” (1995), and “Coming Home” (1998). She made her big-screen debut as 
“Helana Patterson” in “The Ghost and the Darkness” (1996), with Val Kilmer. Her 
second release that year was an Irish comedy named “The Last of the High 
Kings.” In 1998, she portrayed Kat Ashley in the critically acclaimed movie 
“Elizabeth.” She then starred as Miss Flynn in the miniseries “Cider with Rosie,” a 
TV film based on a book by Laurie Lee. In the following years, she made a mark 
with her appearance as Hugh Grant’s Perfect Girl in “Notting Hill” (1999), as Esther 
in the TV miniseries “Noah’s Ark,'' and as Katherine in the musical adaption of 
“Love’s Labour’s Lost” (2000). She got her first big feature-film role in Disney’s 
fantasy movie “The Kid” (2000), opposite Hollywood star Bruce Willis. She then 
appeared in “The 51st State,'' which had legendary actors Samuel L Jackson and 
Robert Carlyle. Soon, it was evident that she had landed in the big league. In the 
following years, Mortimer was seen in Stephen Fry’s “Bright Young Things” (2003), 
“Dear Frankie” (2004), Woody Allen’s “Match Point” (2005), and “Lars and the Real 
Girl” (2007). She was seen matching up to Steve Martin’s excellent comedic timing 
in “The Pink Panther” movies in 2006 and 2009. She lent her voice to Young 
Sophie in the dubbed version of the Japanese animated feature “Howl’s Moving 
Castle” (2004). Continuing her streak of eclectic performances, she played the 
female lead in “City Island” (2009), opposite Andy Garcia, and then appeared as 
an aspiring actor in Martin Scorsese’s psychological horror “Shutter Island” (2010). 
While she was strengthening her roots in Hollywood with her endearing 
performances, she maintained a constant presence on TV with guest appearances 
in shows as “Ruth Rendell Mysteries” (1996), “Jack and Jeremy's Real 
Lives” (1996), “Midsomer Murders” (1997), and “30 Rock” (2007). Soon, she was 
signed by HBO for her first series-regular role, in the political drama “The 
Newsroom,” which became one of her best performances on TV. In 2018, 
Mortimer co-produced the film “To Dust,” along with her husband, Alessandro 
Nivola. She then became part of cinematic history with one of the most-awaited 
movies of 2018, “Mary Poppins Returns,” playing the character of Jane Banks.

Pixie Davies - Annabel Banks
Davies was just 6 years old when she made her debut with the BBC miniseries 
“The Secret of Crickley Hall” (2012), Joe Ahearne’s adaptation of British author 
James Herbert’s 2006 supernatural thriller novel of the same name. She was cast 
as Cally Caleigh, the youngest daughter of Eve Caleigh (played by Suranne 
Jones) and Gabe Caleigh (played by Tom Ellis). The same year, she made her 
film debut with the role of Pixie, one of the new students in Mr. Peterson's (played 
by Ian McNeice) class, in the British comedy “Nativity! 2: Danger in the Manger.” In 
2013, Davies portrayed Princess Elizabeth in the BBC One historical period-drama 
miniseries “The White Queen,” based on the historical novel series “The Cousins' 
War” by Philippa Gregory. Davies’s next appearance was as Amanda in the 
'Channel 4' thriller-drama-action movie “Utopia” (2014). She also appeared as Julia 
Stiles’s on-screen daughter, Hannah Harriman, in the supernatural thriller “Out of 
the Dark.” The Spanish version of the movie was titled “Aguas Rojas.” 
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Davies then played Roberta in the 2015 comedy TV film “Roald Dahl's Esio Trot,” 
which was part of the Christmas series of BBC One. That year, she earned a 
breakthrough role: Sophie Hawkins, Tom Goodman-Hill’s on-screen younger 
daughter, in the Channel 4 science-fiction drama “Humans” (2015–2018). Davies 
shot to fame when she played one of the “peculiar children,” Bronwyn Bruntley, a 
young girl with superhuman strength, in the 2016 film adaption of “Miss 
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children,” based on a fantasy novel of the same 
name by Ransom Riggs. Davies shared the Palm Springs International film festival 
award with the cast of the 2018 musical fantasy film “Mary Poppins Returns.” The 
movie featured her as Annabel Banks, daughter of one of the lead characters, 
Michael Banks (played by Ben Whishaw). Davies is reportedly shooting for a 
period film in Budapest. The film, set in the 1940s, is titled 'Our Man in America' 
and is based on a true story.

Nathanael Saleh - John Banks
Starting his career as a child, actor Nathanael Saleh first caught the public's 
attention with a role on the very adult "Game of Thrones'' (HBO, 2010-19). A native 
of Britain, he began acting in stage productions at the age of five at the Playbox 
Theatre in Warwick, England. It was not long before he was cast in the role of 
Arthur on "Thrones." His character was a young spy for Conleth Hill's Varys, 
before moving under the command of Anton Lessar's Qyburn. The part served as 
a springboard for the young actor to be cast in the big-budget Disney musical 
"Mary Poppins Returns" (2018), acting alongside Emily Blunt and Lin Manuel 
Miranda. Saleh played John Banks, one of the children of the now grown Michael 
Banks character from the original "Mary Poppins'' (1964). On a smaller scale, he 
appeared in the comedy "Days of Bagnold Summer'' (2018) with Tasmin Greig. He 
then joined the cast of "The Letter for the King'' (Netflix, 2019-) based on the Dutch 
children's book about a medieval squire sent on a dangerous delivery mission.

Joel Dawson (Georgie Banks)
Joel Dawson (born December 11, 2008) is a blossoming young screen actor born 
and raised in England. He is best known for his portrayal of Georgie Banks, son of 
Michael Banks (played by Ben Wishaw) in the 2018 film “Mary Poppins Returns,” a 
sequel to the 1964 classic, “Mary Poppins.” He has since appeared in an episode 
of the comedy series “Jamall and Gerald” (2019) as Young Gerald. 
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MARY POPPINS RETURNS TRIVIA
• Dick Van Dyke was offered four options for his dance scene, each with a varying degree 

of difficulty. He insisted on performing the hardest dance routine and refused any help 
from fellow cast members while filming the scene. The resulting dance scene was so 
well received that there were reports of audiences applauding during screenings to see 
the old actor dance so well for his age.

• This was released 54 years after "Mary Poppins" (1964), setting a new record as the 
longest gap between a live-action movie and its sequel.

• When Mary Poppins (1964) was being written, the lead role was offered to Dame Julie 
Andrews by Walt Disney. Andrews told Disney that she was pregnant and couldn't do 
the movie. Disney wanted Andrews so much that he postponed the production in order 
to accommodate Andrews' pregnancy. When this movie was announced, history 
repeated itself as Emily Blunt was also pregnant and the movie was postponed to 
accommodate her pregnancy.

• Dame Julie Andrews turned down a proposed cameo appearance as the balloon lady, 
fearing that it would be too distracting from Emily Blunt's performance. Julie said, "this is 
Emily's show, and I really want it to be Emily's show." Quite poetically, the balloon lady 
part went to Dame Angela Lansbury, who had been considered for the title role of Mary 
Poppins (1964) in the first movie before Dame Julie Andrews was cast.

• Since Dick Van Dyke looks younger than his 93 years, Disney used old age make-up 
and hair to make him look slightly older.

• At the age of 93 at the time of the movie's release, Dame Angela Lansbury is the oldest 
actress ever to appear in a Disney movie. She is just two months older than the oldest 
actor in a Disney movie, Dick Van Dyke, who also set the record with this movie.

• It was writer, producer, and director Rob Marshall's intention, right from the beginning, 
to use hand-drawn animation for the animation sequences rather than computer 
animation. This was due to his love for hand-drawn animation, and also to pay homage 
to the first movie.

• When Michael Banks is in the attic, there is a box of toy blocks with letters on them. 
This is a nod to "Mary Poppins "(1964) in which they featured, and the blocks also 
subtly spell out "Poppins".

• The teddy bear that Mary Poppins hands to John in "Where the Lost Things Go" is 
Nathanael Saleh's real-life teddy bear, that was knitted by his Nan and Great Aunt, both 
of whom passed away before the release of this movie. Given the theme of the song, 
this was a meaningful moment in the production for Saleh.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What is Jack’s profession?

2. What causes Ellen to run out of the Kitchen screaming?

3. What does the paper on the Banks’ door say?

4. The oldest Banks children have trouble remembering if their adventures with Mary are
real or not? Why is it harder to believe the ‘impossible’ as adults?

5. Mary Poppins is known for coming and going on the wind. In the original movie she came
by umbrella. In this movie, how does she arrive?

6. The Wolf, the Weasel, and the Badger in the animated world of the children’s bowl
represent three men from the “real world” of the film. Who are they?

7. Jack and Mary sing about how the “cover is not the book”. What do you think that means?
8. How does Annabel know their experience was not a dream?

9. In the song, “The Place Where Lost Things Go,” how is Mary Poppins trying to change
the children’s perspective?

10. What inappropriate question does Jack ask Mary Poppins before their bike ride?

11. What lesson did the children learn from their visit with Mary’s cousin Topsy?

12. Who in the movie did you think was going to be helpful that wasn’t? And who did you
think would not be helpful that was?
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CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Variety: “a rapturous piece of nostalgia — a film that devotes itself, in every madly obsessive 
frame, to making you feel happy in the guileless way a movie still could back in 1964.”

Chicago Reader: “As wonderful as the original, telling a new story with equally important 
lessons about family, love, and hope.”

Empire: “Against all the odds, this is a very worthy follow-up to the original movie. Blunt is 
pitch-perfect, as ever, in a film that all but insists you leave with a smile slapped on your face.”

Sydney Morning Herald: “This seamless blend of old and new is typical of Marshall's 
approach. Using the original film as his template, he's honed it and updated it, taking care to 
strike plenty of nostalgic notes en route.”

Rolling Stone: “Blunt, all drollness and dazzle, adds needed spice to the movie's heaping 
spoonfuls of sugar.”
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ACTIVITIES
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Now Available On 
Digital & Blu-ray� 

A Cover Is Not The Book(marks) 
Have an adult help print this page out on heavy paper and cut along the 
dashed lines. Use a straightedge to help fold each bookmark down the 
center. Ensure the two sides fold together cleanly before gluing together. 

©2019 Disney 



Mary Poppins Returns 
Character Match 

Directions: Match the characters on the right with their description on the left by 
writing their letter in the blank. 

1. The youngest Banks child A. Jane Banks
who loved flying kites.

2. The Banks Family nanny B. Michael Banks
who used magic and nonsense to 
teach the children valuable C. Mary Poppins
lessons.

3. Michael's sister who helps D.Ellen
him try to save their childhood
home. E. Mr. Wilkins

4. The deceptive banker that
tries to repossess the Banks' house. F. Jack

5. Mary Poppins' cousin that
G.Topsyhas a difficult time on the second

Wednesday of every Month.

H.Mr. Dawes
6. The only daughter of

Michael Banks
I. Annabel

7. The elderly banker that
saves the day. J. Georgie

8. Mary Poppins' friend that
works as a lamplighter.

9. The Housekeeper at the
Banks house. 

10. He lost his wife and works
the take care of his three children.
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Now Available On 
Digital & Blu-ray� 
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The Place Where Lost Things Go 
Georgie has lost his favorite toy, a stuffed giraffe he calls Gillie. 

Can you help him find the way? 

♦ ♦ 

♦ 

♦ 

♦ 
♦ 

♦ 

♦ 
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Underneath The Lovely London Sky: 
Let's go fly a kite! 

What you'll need: 

2 sticks (one 20in, one 24in), String, Glue, Tape, Scissors, 
Paper (or plastic garbage bag) 40in wide. 

Have an adult help you with the items you need to cut. 

Step 1: Make the frame 

- Take the two sticks and put them across each other so that you
create a lowercase t-shape. Attach the sticks together with glue.

- Wrap the string around the sticks and tie with a small knot.
Trim off excess string with scissors.

- Make 1 notch at the end of each stick. Make sure they are
horizontal to the t-shape of the sticks.

- Loop the string around the top notch, then pull it to the end of
the stick to the right, wrap around that notch, and continue until
you've wrapped all four notches and the string makes a diamond
shape. Make sure the string is taut but not too tight.

Step 2: Making the sail 

- Lay the paper (or plastic bag) flat and place the frame on the
center of it. Using a pen or pencil, outline the frame with a ruler
using the strings as a guide, creating a diamond shape

- Cut the diamond 2in wider than the outline (you'll need the
extra material so you can wrap the sail around the frame).

- Fold the edges of the sail over the frame. Glue and tape it down.

Step 3: Putting it all together 

- Use a string that is at least 2in for the flying line. Poke a small
hole right above where the two sticks meet in the center. Then
pull the string through the hole and tie it around the cross point,
letting the flying line hang freely. You can add more string to the
flying line to make it longer.

- Make a tail with 6ft string or cloth. Attach the tail to the
bottom of the frame at 1ft intervals.

Let's go fly a kite! 

Be sure to take your kite to a spot with no trees or power lines. 

Hold tight to the kite string and run into the wind. Release the 
kite as you are running, pushing it upward into the wind. Hang 
on to your flying line to keep the kite in the air. 

©2019 Disney 
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Trip A Little Light Fantastic: 
Lampshade Silhouette 
Add a little Mary Poppins magic to any 
lamp with this decorative insert. 

Print this page and have an adult help 
carefully cut out the silhouette. Attach to 
the inside of a lampshade using clear tape 
or fabric-safe temporary adhesive. 
Depending on your lamp design, it may 
be easier to remove the lampshade before 
attaching the silhouette. 

©2019 Disney 
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